
Purine biosynthesis (cont) and 

regulation



Link to Bioinformatics – information on proteins, eg enzymes…







Synthetase = synthase



AIR carboxylase reaction (reaction 6) does not require ATP (Horton is incorrect)



AIR synthetase reaction (reaction 5) does  require ATP



Chemical structure of IMP, AMP and GMP

GMP differs from IMP by the C2 amino group.

AMP differs from IMP by the C6 amino group instead of carbonyl group

carbonyl (keto) group

Base of IMP = Hypoxanthine.



Synthesis of AMP or GMP from IMP

AMP and GMP are synthesized from inosinic acid (IMP). Synthesis of AMP 

and GMP is a branched pathway from IMP.

Adenylosuccinate
synthetase

IMP dehydrogenase 

Adenylosuccinate
Lyase

-also reaction 8

GMP synthetase

The amino groups for AMP and GMP come from different sources:

Asp for AMP, and  Gln for GMP. Energy sources are also different (NB)

Oxidation of IMP 



Enzyme structure

• Multi-enzyme complex: enzymes catalysing several of the 
steps are part of a single protein (multi-functional enzyme)

• In eukaryotic cells 

– enzymes catalysing steps 2, 3 and 5 are on a single protein 

– enzymes catalysing steps 6, 7 are on a single protein.

– enzymes catalysing 9, 10 are on a single protein.

• Intermediates channelled to next enzyme

– Increased rate

– Decreased degradation

• In prokaryotes (bacteria) the enzymes are each on separate 
proteins.



• Steps 2, 3, 5

– Imidazole

• Steps 6, 7

• Step 8, 9, 10
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The proposed purinosome protein 

complex

converts phosphoribosylpyrophosphate (PRPP) to 

inosine monophosphate (IMP). 

PRPP

IMP

Purinosome 

protein 

complex –

consists of a 6-

enzyme 

complex 

(including 3 

multifunctional 

enzymes



http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/320/5872/103.pdf





TrifGART

PAICS

ATIC



Mechanism of action is known (how 

they convert their substrate to 

product)

Protein-protein interaction as multi-

enzyme complex is unclear

Method

Fluorescence microscopy

Cell culture (purine-rich vs –depleted)

Human TrifGART – GFP (step 2,3,5)

Human FGAMS – GFP or OFP (step 4)

Hela cells

Ref 7: work done in cells; in vivo for bacteria, 

but not strictly in vivo in mammalian cells  



Reference 7 of purinosome paper





Purine-rich Purine-depleted

hTrifGART -GFP

Hfgams - GFP

ClustersNo Clusters

Fig 2



Co-localisation:

hTrifGart-GFP hFGAMS-OFP

hTrifGart-GFP = green

hFGAMS-OFP = orange

Co-localise = yellow

Fig 2

Step 2,3,5 

and 

Step 4



--Same co-localisation if you switch the 

fluorescent probes

--Same co-localisation in other cells
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Endogenous hTrifGART

Endogenous hTrifGART = red

hTrifGart-GFP = green

Co-localise = yellow

Fig 2
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TrifGART

PAICS

ATIC



hPPAT-GFP = green

hFGAMS-OFP = orange

Co-localise = yellow

Fig 3

hFGAMS-OFPhPPAT-GFP

Step 1 

and 

Step 4

Did the same for:

Step6/7 and Step 4

Step 8 and Step 4

Step 9/10 and Step 4



Fig 3 hPAICS-GFP = green

hFGAMS-OFP = orange

Co-localise = yellow
hFGAMS-OFPhPAICS-GFP

Step 6/7 

and 

Step 4

Step 8 

and 

Step 4

hASL-GFP = green

hFGAMS-OFP = orange

Co-localise = yellowhFGAMS-OFPhASL-GFP

Step 9/10 

and 

Step 4

hATIC-GFP = green

hFGAMS-OFP = orange

Co-localise = yellow
hFGAMS-OFPhATIC-GFP



Control enzyme-GFP

hC1THF-GFP hFGAMS-OFP

Control enzyme-GFP

hFGAMS-OFP

No colocalisation

Cluster formation is specific to enzymes of purine 

biosynthesis pathway



Percentage cluster formation 

is variable – this may be due 

to un-synchronised 

population (cell cycle) 

Percentage cluster formation 

increases upon co-transfection:

Eg. hTrifGART alone: 27%

TrifGART + hFGAMS: 60%

Method of quantifying 

colocalisation



Cluster formation is reversible

Step 4

Purine-depleted    Purine-rich     Purine-depleted



Substrate channels?

Step 1, 2

Step 6

Step6/7

Global regulation 

of purine flux; but 

no specific 

compartment 

identified as yet

Cross-linking 

experiments show 

hTrifGart in a 500 kDa 

complex, suggestions 

compartmentalisation 

near other proteins



Purinsome: association (or clustering) of enzymes in the denovo purine 

biosynthesis pathway  (can be regulated)

Glycosome

Purinosome



Purine-depleted conditions

0 min 30 min - hypoxanthine

Hypoxanthine +PRPP  IMP: salvage pathway

 Causes decreased denovo synthesis

Regulation: effects not clear

Hypoxanthine

Azaserine

Controls?



Azaserine – glutamine analogue –

decreases purine biosynthesis

Basically, if the cell can’t utilise the 

salvage pathway (due to lack on HGPRT), 

then it will increase the de novo pathway 

– will need to make more enzyme

0 min 30 min -azaserine

Purine-depleted conditions



Purine synthesis is carefully regulated

• Ribose-5-phosphate  PRRP: INHIBITED by AMP/GMP/IMP

• Glutamine-PRPP amidotransferase (reaction 1) is an allosteric enzyme:

INHIBITED by AMP/ GMP/ IMP

STIMULATED by PRPP

• Pathway is also controlled at two later steps involving IMP

IMP dehydrogenase: INHIBITED by too much GMP / XMP

Adenylosuccinate synthetase: INHIBITED by too much AMP

• NOTE: the roles of ATP and GTP in the pathway - If there is a shortage of 
ATP or GTP .... the steps in the pathway involving these molecules will not 
proceed. Also GTP promotes AMP production and ATP promotes GMP 
production



Ribose phosphate 

Pyrophosphokinase

+

ATP
GTP + +


